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Metropolitan Council Meeting 

September 19-22, 2017 
 

Chancellor’s Report 
 
 
 
 
The Chancellor’s Responsibilities 
 
Some of this report repeats general material from previous reports. This is for three reasons: 
new MC members may not be aware of the scope of the work; the basic shape of the 
chancellor’s duties remains the same; the specifics are often confidential and concern 
sensitive matters regarding clergy, legal and external affairs.  
 
The normal day-to-day routine includes emails, phone calls, discussions and particular 
assignments from Metropolitan Tikhon, who several times a week (more or less) provides a 
memo outlining immediate and longer term action items he and I are working on. He also 
communicates and meets regularly with the other officers separately and all of us together. 
The Metropolitan’s office is involved in preparing draft texts for His Beatitude, addressing 
complaints against (and from) bishops, crisis situations, requests for transfers, lifting of 
depositions, meetings with Metropolitan Tikhon, officers and others. I work with Barry 
Migyanko (the Executive Administrator) on administration of pastoral changes, have calls 
with Cindy Heise and ORSMA consultants about ongoing cases, calls with diocesan bishops, 
chancellors and seminary administration, and have meetings related to the OCA’s external 
relations.   
 
In addition to Barry Migyanko and Cindy Heise, as you would expect I work regularly with 
all the OCA officers and staff, including Fr Eric Tosi (Secretary) and Melanie Ringa 
(Treasurer), Archdeacon Joseph Matusiak (Metropolitan’s Secretary and Stewardship 
coordinator), Fr Leonid Kishkovsky (External Affairs), Fr Kirill Sokolov (Board of 
Theological Education and Diaconal Vocations), Alexis Liberovsky (Archivist), Judge ER 
Lanier (General Counsel), Fr John Matusiak (Communications Editor) and Jessica Furhman 
(website), Roman Ostash (Metropolitan’s Subdeacon) and Svetlana Radunceva 
(housekeeper.)  The OCA Pension Office (Maureen Ahearn and Barbara Anderson) has its 
own separate work and organization apart from the OCA administration but their offices are 
in the Chancery, so we interact daily.  The OCA is privileged to have a dedicated and hard-
working staff at the Chancery and I am grateful to work with them.  
 
There is also the life of St Sergius Chapel, which includes pastoral care for the small 
community and a weekly schedule of services (this past July and August we had services 
only one weekend each month to accommodate travel schedules and give everyone—
including the clergy—opportunities to visit parishes locally.) The St Sergius community is 
grateful to have Fr Basil Summer (now aged 92) as a member. He is present for services and 
continues to serve from time to time, and he is always a lively and inspiring presence among 
us. The choir director is normally Mat Christina Tosi (with Mat Denise Jillions as substitute). 
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David and Kathy Linke are faithful volunteers (besides volunteering in the office Kathy 
bakes prosphora and prepares music and readings for all the chapel services.)  
  
Here is the current job description that is meant to guide the chancellor’s work.  
 
Serves as assistant and advisor to the Metropolitan of the Orthodox Church in America, is 
responsible for the administrative oversight and day-to-day operations of the Chancery, and 
is the main liaison for communications of chancery activities to the Metropolitan, Holy Synod 
and Metropolitan Council.  
 

1. Assists the Metropolitan in managing national-level clergy-related activities, 
including seminarian development and ordination, inter-jurisdictional transfers, 
continuing education, and retired clergy and widows support. Works closely with the 
Church’s hierarchs and seminaries to implement programs in the best interests of the 
Church, its dioceses, and individual members of the clergy. As required, reports 
progress, problems, and recommendations to the Metropolitan and Holy Synod, as 
well as to the OCA’s Councils, Synods, and membership.  

2. Oversees and/or guides the work of the Board of Theological Education and assigned 
OCA Departments, Committees, Boards, and Commissions. Assists in development of 
organizational goals and objectives including budget proposals; oversees progress 
against goals including financial stewardship; provides direction when necessary; 
ensures appropriate coordination among the various individuals and groups assigned 
him; ensures appropriate reporting to OCA Councils, Synods and membership; and 
resolves problems that transcend the scope of individual organizations.  

3. As assigned, represents the Metropolitan and Holy Synod in religious, spiritual and 
administrative activities; acts in his/their stead in dealings with clergy, laity, 
employees, and organizations of the OCA and with other religious jurisdictions and 
lay organizations. In this capacity, acts to maintain the organizational integrity and 
further the growth of the Church.  

4. Serves as Chief of Staff for the Chancery.  
5. Serves as a voting Member of the Metropolitan Council.  
6. Oversees the Office of Review of Sexual Misconduct Allegations; continually 

communicates the activities of that Office to the Metropolitan and Holy Synod.  
7. Serves as ex-officio member of the Boards of Trustees of St. Herman’s, St. Tikhon’s 

and St. Vladimir’s Seminaries.  
 
Chancellor’s Areas of Focus 
 
In addition to their general job descriptions, the three OCA officers have some specific areas 
of focus. The chancellor’s areas include seminaries and theological education, the 
Department of Pastoral Life, clergy matters, the Office for Review of Sexual Misconduct 
Allegations (ORSMA) and the Sexual Misconduct Policy Advisory Committee (SMPAC.) I 
directly supervise the Executive Administrator and the Director of ORSMA. In this report I 
would like to highlight the work of the Executive Administrator since it is often hidden in the 
background (the ORSMA report will outline the activities of Cindy Heise, Bernie Wilson and 
ORSMA.) 
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Executive Administrator 
 
The smooth functioning of the Metropolitan’s Office owes much to the Executive 
Administrator, Barry Migyanko, who works with all of us at the Chancery. With his 
background in military program management (he was a Major in the US Air Force) and the 
administration of two dioceses (the West and Western Pennsylvania), Barry has been taking 
steps over the past few years to vastly improve our office organization and communication 
with the dioceses.  We are all working on a number of areas where Barry would like to see 
progress in the coming year:  
 

• Improve the efficiency of meetings involving the Metropolitan, officers and staff by 
delegating tasks in advance and using meetings to review proposals and make 
decisions (the Metropolitan Council would benefit from similar streamlining) 

 
• Better routine filing of correspondence by Metropolitan and officers to ensure that the 

main paper files are up to date (in the era of electronic communications extra effort is 
needed to print documents and file them for archival purposes.) 

 
• Continue improvement by Metropolitan and officers of “planning for” rather than 

reacting to events and fighting fires. Recent advanced planning for MC and HS 
meetings has been a good step in that direction.   

 
Barry also spends hours of voluntary time quietly tending to the pond in the walled garden, 
clearing brush on the Chancery grounds and pushing back years of neglected overgrowth, 
especially in the forest behind the chancery building.   
 
Department of Pastoral Life 
 
Bishop Paul is the episcopal moderator, I am the department chair and Fr Nathan Preston is 
the administrator. He normally comes to the Chancery on Mondays to oversee progress on a 
number of initiatives to advance the ministries, collegiality and health of clergy and their 
families. The executive committee meets monthly by teleconference (in addition to the above 
this includes Fr Stephen Vernak (EPA), Fr David Lowell (DOW), Fr Dennis Rhodes (Alb), 
Fr Gregory Safchuk (DC), Fr Nicholas Solak (EPA) and Cindy Heise (in her role as social 
worker, with special concern for clergy wives and families.) Progress reports are sent 
regularly to diocesan representatives. The Department report has further details on all the 
initiatives below.    
 

• Update of the OCA’s Guidelines for Clergy 
• Clergy peer-learning groups (the HOPE program) 
• Clergy wives and families 
• Clergy demographic project (clergy retirement) 
• “Discerning Celibacy”  
• Pastoral Care and Sexuality (interviews with members of the Holy Synod) 
• Update of the OCA’s Clergy Compensation Guidelines 
• Possible clergy mutual aid fund 
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Clergy matters   
 
Conversations with the Metropolitan, Barry Migyanko, Fr Eric Tosi, bishops, seminary staff, 
chancellors, deans, priests and deacons continue on a daily basis to address a wide range of 
issues both routine and exceptional.  
 
ORSMA (Office for Review of Sexual Misconduct Allegations) 
 
Cindy Heise’s report will give you a picture of ORSMA’s current caseload and activities.  
The work of the Office is now divided between Cindy as Coordinator and Bernard Wilson as 
contracted consultant on investigations.  
 
SMPAC (Sexual Misconduct Policy Advisory Committee: 
 
The SMPAC report will also be presented at the MC meeting. SMPAC continues to meet 
monthly via teleconference to review cases and consider policy and procedure questions. 
Most recently we have addressed continuing questions about the new centralized background 
checks (“Protect My Ministry”), the “Clergyman in Crisis Protocol,” confidentiality, diocesan 
compliance and addressing ways to shorten the length of ORSMA investigations. SMPAC 
members include Metropolitan Tikhon (episcopal moderator), Fr John Jillions (chair) Cindy 
Heise, Fr Eric Tosi, Dr Albert Rossi, Bernard Wilson, Robert Koory, Fr Alexander Garklavs 
and Pdn Peter Danilchick . 
 
Legal Matters 
 
Once again a fair amount of time has been devoted to discussing and responding to active and 
potential legal matters, all of which will be reported on greater detail by Judge Lanier, the 
OCA’s General Counsel.  
 
Seminaries and Theological Education 
 
Together with Metropolitan Tikhon, I serve on the boards of St Herman, St Tikhon’s and St 
Vladimir’s Seminaries and on the Board of Theological Education (BTE). The BTE members 
also include His Eminence, Archbishop Michael; His Eminence, 
Archbishop Irénée; Archpriest John Dunlop (SHS); Archpriest Chad Hatfield (SVS); 
Archpriest Steven Voytovich (STS). Archpriest Kirill Sokolov, the Director of Diaconal and 
Late Vocations, serves as the BTE secretary.  The BTE reviews applications put forward by 
bishops of candidates who have come through the Diaconal Vocations Program or some 
formation program other than an accredited Orthodox seminary.  The BTE recommendations 
are then sent to the Holy Synod for a decision at their Spring or Fall meeting.  
 
The BTE also looks at broader questions concerning the state of the seminaries and 
theological education in order to help prepare the Holy Synod for discussions on these 
matters. Most recently, His Beatitude asked the three seminaries to each list two or three 
accomplishments, challenges and questions. Their responses give good insight into where we 
are right now in terms of OCA seminary education. It should be noted that this report came in 
March 2017 so some of the identified challenges may have since been addressed.   
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St Herman Seminary (Archpriest John Dunlop, DMin) 
 
Three Accomplishments 
Two important accomplishments achieved this year include the 
successful launch of our fully accredited Clinical Pastoral Education 
(CPE) program and the founding of an online education program and 
the ongoing Catechesis of the Good Shepherd Christian Education 
program. Our CPE program is fully accredited under the auspices of 
the Providence Hospital system. This year we have three full time 
CPE students enrolled. The program is directed by a Providence 
Hospital Orthodox Chaplain Deacon Innocent Philo and Providence 
Alaska CPE director Dr. Patricia Wilson-Kone. We have begun a 
successful online Doctrine/Catechism class taught by Fr David 
Rucker. Three students all from the village of Kasigluk are taking this 
class. One other academic highlight has been the ongoing teaching of 
our Catechesis of the Good Shepherd Montessori-style Christian 
Education curriculum by SHS faculty member Shelley Finkler of St. 
John Cathedral in Eagle River. Shelley completed the program’s 
Level One training this year. Three graduates came back and 
completed the class. This Christian Education program has generated 
a lot of excitement around a new hands-on curriculum for Christian 
education for the diocese. Right now the seminary is home to two 
“atriums” and Shelley will teach Level two next year. 
 
Two Challenges 
Our most pressing challenge has been full-time student recruitment. 
It has been difficult to find good, stable, mature applicants for the 
seminary. I think there has to be a diocese wide effort to locate and 
recruit future leadership for the Diocese of Alaska. This lack of fulltime 
students presents a challenge for the seminary. Between the 
seminary and diocese we need to find a solution for this problem. The 
second challenge we face are aging buildings and the lack of full-time 
maintenance staff to take care of and upgrade our current buildings 
and chapel. 
 
Two Questions 
• Will the OCA central Church continue to fund Theological 
Education? 
• Is it possible to receive help in creating promotional videos for 
the seminary? 
 
St Tikhon’s Seminary (Archpriest Steven Voytovich, DMin) 
 
Two accomplishments 
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We had a very successful reaccreditation review from the Association of Theological Schools 
(ATS) offering seven years before the next periodic review. This is very good news for the 
Seminary!  
 
We hired a Director of Student Life in the fall [2016] that has added immeasurably to the 
quality of seminarian life at the seminary. Of our graduates, seven priests and one deacon will 
be entering the OCA to serve the Church! 
 
Two challenges or failures from the past year 
 
Our married student housing project remains a challenge with respect to the present building 
and potential remedies. It is our hope that good news on this front will be forthcoming soon.  
 
Finances remain a constant challenge, I believe for both STS and SVS. It would be most 
meaningful to have the Holy Synod take steps to reinstate some level of funding from the 
national church for seminary formation, and/or more dioceses take an active role in aiding in 
funding seminarians in formation. Thank you to our dioceses who are supporting their 
seminarians financially! 
 
Two requests or questions 
 
We are hearing again of changes having been made to the background check process. It 
would be most meaningful to be engaged in dialogue on topics like this relating to seminary 
life before decisions are made that impact on current processes. As example, our volume of 
background checks is quite a bit more substantial than that of a typical parish, so unforeseen 
changes become a likewise greater challenge.  
 
We would very much like to hear any feedback you may have regarding St Tikhon’s 
Seminary, or a question/request you may have of us.  
 
 
St Vladimir’s Seminary (Archpriest Chad Hatfield, DMin) 
 
Two accomplishments 
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Two challenges or failures 

 
 
Two questions 

 
* * * 

 
I continue to be on the sessional faculty of Saint Vladimir’s Seminary as Associate Professor 
of Religion and Culture and teach one hybrid course normally every other year in the Doctor 
of Ministry program, “Ministry in a Secular Age” (online plus one-week intensive on 
campus.) In this capacity I was invited to guest-edit a special issue on Orthodox Christianity 
in the 21st century for the academic journal Religions 
(http://www.mdpi.com/journal/religions/special_issues/orthodox_churches.) I also gave 
papers at several pastoral/academic conferences: 

• International conference on pastoral care and sexuality with other Orthodox teachers 
and clergy in Amsterdam, including several faculty members from St Vladimir’s 
Seminary (http://www.acot.nl/?lang=en).  

• International conference, “Standing at the Crossroads: challenges and opportunities 
for Orthodoxy in the West,” at the Institute for Orthodox Christian Studies in 
Cambridge (http://www.iocs.cam.ac.uk.) The OCA’s Fr David Lowell (DOW) spent a 
sabbatical year at the Institute to do an MA in Pastoral Theology and was present for 
the conference. He is now chair of the US “Friends of IOCS” 
(http://www.iocs.cam.ac.uk/friends-of-iocs/.) 

• International consultation of the Lausanne Orthodox Initiative (LOI), which was also 
held in Cambridge (https://oca.org/news/headline-news/oca-represented-at-orthodox-
evangelical-consultation-in-cambridge-uk.) This brings together Orthodox and 
Evangelical theological educators. The LOI consultation included papers as well from 
the OCA’s Fr Eric Tosi and Fr David Rucker (Fr John Parker also participated.)  
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Chancellor’s Calendar since the MC Meeting February 21-23, 2017 (selected events)  
 
February 
24 Preconciliar Commission Conference call 
26 Forgiveness Sunday, Lenten services begin at St Sergius Chapel 
28 Met Tikhon and officers  
 
March  
2  Meeting of Doctor of Ministry Faculty at St Vladimir’s Seminary 
3  Meeting with cultural consultant for the FX series “The Americans” 
5  Sunday of Orthodoxy, Greek Orthodox Cathedral, NYC (with Abp Melchisedek) 
7  Met Tikhon; Archimandrite Chrysostom (Nigeria); performance review, Barry Migyanko 
8  SMPAC; website development meeting 
9 External affairs meeting 
9-10 St Tikhon’s Seminary Board, South Canaan, PA 
13 Met Tikhon and officers 
14 Department of Pastoral Life 
15 Website development 
15 Met Tikhon and officers 
19 Sunday of Cross: Archimandrite Chrysostom (Nigeria) 
22 Department of Pastoral Life: Fr Kirill Sokolov and Fr Nathan Preston 
23 Met Tikhon and officers; Board of Theological Education;  
24 Ordination candidate  
25 Annunciation 
28-31 Spring Session of the Holy Synod 
 
April  
9-16 Palm Sunday, Holy Week and Pascha 
10 Start of making Chrism at St Tikhon’s Monastery 
24 Meeting about participation in Washington DC Forum for Persecuted Christians  
27 Website; Department of Pastoral Life 
28 ORSMA 
 
May  
2 SMPAC; meeting with Rabbi Martin Cohen 
3 St Vladimir’s Seminary Board (conference call) 
10-13 Forum on Persecuted Christians, Washington, DC 
13 Meeting with Met Tikhon, Met Hilarion (Alfeyev), OCA-MP delegations 
14 St Nicholas Cathedral: Met Tikhon hosts Met Hilarion and MP delegation 
15 Begin online teaching of “Ministry in a Secular Age”: SVS DMin course  
16 Igumen Arseny Sokolov, MP representative to Patriarchate of Antioch (Beirut)  
18-20 St Vladimir’s Seminary Board meeting and commencement 
22 Stavropegial Church Court 
23 Department of Pastoral Life 
24 ORSMA 
25 Ascension 
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25-29 St Tikhon’s Seminary Board, commencement, concert and pilgrimage 
 
June 
5 Preconciliar Commission 
6 SMPAC 
7-9 Symposium on Pastoral Care and Sexuality, Amsterdam Centre for Orthodox Theology 
12 Department of Pastoral Life 
13 Met Tikhon and officers 
17-18 Institute for Orthodox Christian Studies, Cambridge, UK; St Ephraim Church 
21 St Nicholas Cathedral, Washingtn, DC: Abp Job of Telmessos and Orientale Lumen  
26 Diaconal Practicum at St Vladimir’s Seminary 
27 Department of Pastoral Life 
29 SS Peter and Paul 
 
July  
2 Holy Trinity Cathedral, San Francisco 
9 St Nicholas Church, Whitestone, NY 
11 SMPAC 
13 Bishop Daniel re: Moscow 
16-21 DMin intensive week, St Vladimir’s Seminary 
23 St Andrew Church, Dix Hills, NY 
25 Department of Pastoral Life 
 
August 
5 Baptism at St Sergius Chapel 
6 Transfiguration 
9 St Herman 
10 40th day memorial: Pdn Gregory Hatrak; archives clean-up (Fr Dan and Mat Tassie Skvir) 
14 Dormition Greek Orthodox Church, Southampton, NY 
15 Dormition, St Nicholas Albanian Church, Jamaica Estates, NY 
16-17 Meeting with external affairs and Fr Nazari Polataiko re: St Catherine’s, Moscow 
17-18 St Tikhon’s Seminary Board 
20 Holy Trinity, East Meadow, NY (with Fr David Rucker, Alaska)  
21 Mission School: “Mission in a Secular Age” 
22 Department of Pastoral Life 
24-4 Sept Vacation 
 
September 
5-8 Evangelical-Orthodox Consultation, Cambridge, UK (with Frs Tosi, Rucker, Parker.) 
8 Nativity of the Theotokos, St Ephraim Church, Cambridge 
12 SMPAC 
14 Exaltation of the Holy Cross 
15 Fr John Meyendorff Memorial Lecture, St Vladimir’s Seminary 
16 50th anniversary and consecration, Holy Trinity Church, Rahway, NJ 
18 Orientation to incoming students at St Vladimir’s Seminary 
19-22 Metropolitan Council Meeting 
21-24 Orthodox Vision Foundation (Charles Ajalat): Advanced Leadership Initiative, SVS 
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23 St Sergius Celebration, Chancery Chapel 
 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Fr John A. Jillions, 
Chancellor 

September 20, 2017 
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MC Meeting September 2017 

 

Report of the Sexual Misconduct Policy Advisory Committee (SMPAC) 

 

 

Members: Metropolitan Tikhon (ex officio), Archpriest John Jillions (ex officio, 

Chancellor, Chair), Archpriest Eric Tosi (ex officio, Secretary), Archpriest Alexander 

Garklavs, Protodeacon Peter Danilchick, Mrs. Cindy Heise (ex officio, Coordinator, 

ORSMA, Secretary of SMPAC), Mr. Robert Koory, Esq., Dr. Albert Rossi, Mr. Bernard 

Wilson (Chief of Police, Retired). Judge E.R. Lanier, OCA General Counsel may also 

participate in meetings.  

 

SMPAC Charter 

The Sexual Misconduct Policy Advisory Committee (“Committee”) was created by 

Metropolitan Jonah on January 28, 2010 to work with and assist the Office of Review of 

Sexual Misconduct Allegations (“Office”). The Committee was initially known as the 

“Sexual Misconduct Allegations Review Committee.” The Charter remained in effect 

during this time. The Charter was again reviewed and approved by the Holy Synod of 

Bishops at the Fall 2013 meeting. 

 

Authority, responsibility and supervision 

The Committee is under the authority of the Holy Synod and is chaired by the Chancellor 

of the Church, who is the day-to-day supervisor of the Office. The Committee operates in 

an advisory capacity only and does not assume any responsibility for the handling of 

sexual misconduct allegations, because that responsibility properly belongs to the 

Diocesan Hierarchs and the Office, according to the revised Policies, Standards, and 

Procedures on Sexual Misconduct. Committee members are appointed by the Holy Synod 

of Bishops. 

 

Background 

The complexity of sexual misconduct allegations requires a multi-dimensional awareness 

of issues and skills in various disciplines, so that allegations of misconduct may be 

considered from several perspectives—spiritual, ethical, legal, clinical as well as pastoral. 

Overlapping and interrelation between these disciplines can best be addressed by a team 

approach, such as via a standing advisory committee to assist the Holy Synod of Bishops 

and the Office. 

 

Duties 

1 Provide advice on how to improve both the content and effectiveness of the 

Church’s revised Policies, Standards, and Procedures on Sexual Misconduct. 

2 Assist in reviews of the extent to which the Church’s revised Policies, Standards, 

and Procedures on Sexual Misconduct are implemented in practice and how 

compliance with them is ensured. 

3 Assist in finding and nominating qualified professionals, who would be called on 

to do investigations when occasions arise. 
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4 Assist in developing increased and improved training for clergy, Church 

employees, and applicable laypersons to enable a better understanding of their 

duties under the revised Policies, Standards and Procedures on Sexual 

Misconduct, including their mandatory reporting obligations under various state 

laws. 

5 Assist in any other requests for advice made by the Holy Synod of Bishops and 

the Office. 

 

Summary of SMPAC Meetings since February 2017 

 

March 2017 

 Revisited the issue of length of investigations and factors that affect the length (e.g. 

number of RT members, coordinating schedules, workflow, cooperation of respondent 

and/or complainant, etc.) 

 Cindy to redistribute a drafted policy to address lengthy investigations for discussion at 

next meeting. (See Appendix 1) 

 Compliance report data: 

o  In the process of being gathered. It will be shared with the Holy Synod prior to 

sharing with SMPAC. 

o Suggestion was made to make the annual compliance report public. Informal 

discussion among OCA general attorney and Jim Geoly indicates that this is not 

advisable.  A formal recommendation will be made concerning this issue. 

o  

 Case updates 

 

April 2017  (no meeting) 

 

 

May 2017 

 Review of the Annual Compliance report 

o Suggestions were made to include additional information perhaps in narrative 

form summarize achievements/disappointments and a plan to improve 

compliance for the coming year 

 Discussed the Committee on Canonical Procedures and how ORSMA fits into the process 

 Clergy in Crisis Protocol: is it being utilized?  Cindy and Fr. John will be contacting the 

bishops concerning clergy who require a higher level of supervision. 

 Case updates 

 

June 2017 

 Discussed our policy on the release of final reports to Respondents when requested 
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 Case Updates 

 

July 2017 

 Discussed the issue of Confession and the reporting of sexual misconduct/abuse. Fr. 

Alexander Garklavs drafted a paper addressing the subject. See Appendix 2.  

 Case updates 

 

August 2017 (no meeting) 

 

September 2017 

 Clergy in Crisis Protocol:   

o The CIC is not being utilized in every case 

o A suggestion was made that the Holy Synod review the list of clergy under the 

CIC at each meeting 

 Annual Compliance Report: 

o It was advised by OCA general counsel that the report not be made widely public 

o Can it be made available to the members of the Metropolitan Council?  

 ORSMA Fall report/statistics 

 Case updates 

 

Appendix 1: Guidelines for length of investigations 

Appendix 2: Garklavs paper on the Inviolability of Confession 

 



Below is the proposed policy to help decrease the length of the investigative process: 

 
1. Report is received by the ORSMA. A decision is made whether or not the allegation 

meets the criteria for sexual misconduct in the PSPs. 

2. Respondent is required to be informed that a report has been made against him/her 

within 5-10 days of receipt of the report. 

3. The respondent is required to answer the allegations within 21 days of being 

informed (PSP 9.03D).  

4. If required, the ORSMA Investigator will be assigned the case within 5 days of receiving 

the respondent’s reply to the allegations, depending on the urgency of the allegation. 

5. The ORSMA Investigator will aim to complete the investigation and report 60 days from 

the day of assignment. 

6. A progress report will be submitted to the ORSMA Coordinator 30 days from the start of 

the investigation. 

7. If, upon approaching 60 days, it appears that the investigation cannot be concluded, the 

ORSMA Investigator shall request a 30-day extension from the ORSMA Coordinator 

and/or Director. 

8. An investigation may exceed 90 days in the following cases: 

a. If there is an ongoing criminal or child protective services investigation. 

b. If a new allegation of misconduct or retaliation is received within two weeks of the 

deadline for completion. 

c. If new evidence or witnesses come to light late in the investigation.  

 
9. For all cases exceeding 90 days a weekly status report is to be sent to the Director and 

Coordinator. The case must then be reviewed at the next regular meeting of the SMPAC 
or, if necessary, at a special meeting called for that purpose. No case may extend beyond 
120 days without the endorsement of SMPAC.  

10. The ORSMA consultants review and approve the final report within 10 days. 

11. The ORSMA sends the final report with recommendations to the Ruling Bishop within 5 

days of receiving it from the consultants. 

12. The Ruling Bishop issues a decision within 10 days of receiving the report.  



The Inviolability of Confession 
by Fr. Alexander Garklavs 

 
 
 By the “inviolability” of Confession, we mean the canonical-pastoral 
restriction placed on the confessor, under no circumstances, to reveal anything 
stated in front of him by a confessant during a Confession.   This can be interpreted 
as anything said to a priest in a confidential manner, but the sacramental context of 
what happens in the act of Confession is a formally defined situation which private 
confidential conversation is not.  The history and development of inviolability does 
not receive much attention in Orthodox clergy manuals, even in those dealing 
specifically with the penitential traditions and the Sacrament of Confession.  These 
studies were done at a time when, for observant Orthodox Christians, Confession 
was a fundamental sacramental requirement expected of all.  Even if people only 
came to Confession once a year they nevertheless would do so dutifully.  
 

Things have changed.   While the Orthodox Church in America, even in its 
Statute, requires that all “members in good standing” come to Confession at least 
once a year, many of our “parishioners” either seldom or never do so.  In the 21st 
Century Confession has become either a ritualistic formality or a quasi-therapeutic 
listening session.  The old, traditional practice of clergy asking a series of questions 
from the confessant is regarded as inappropriate and has the additional aspect of 
shocking the confessant to the point of where he or she will never again go to 
Confession and thus also be deprived of the Holy Eucharist.   Many Orthodox pastors 
agree that very few confessions today are done with heartfelt repentance after deep, 
serious introspection.  Confessions of criminal acts are rare, and it is probably very 
unlikely that a priest in his pastoral lifetime would hear a confession of someone 
who committed an act of sexual misconduct or abuse of a child or minor.  But the 
possibility exists and to that possibility we have prepared this short study. 
 

+=+=+ 
 

 As a formal Christian sacrament Confession came rather late.    Confession in 
the early church was a public act and only became “private” after the fourth century 
during the period of the ascent of monasticism.  “Patristic and Byzantine literature 
on repentance is almost entirely ascetical and moral” (J. Meyendorff).  Confessions 
were common but we do not have records of a specific ritual or procedure.  St. John 
Chrysostom  “frequently mentions ‘confession’ as an opening of one’s conscience 
before a witness of ‘the Church,’ but regular sacramental confession does not seem 
to be meant” (J. M.).  Initially a practice in monastic circles, it is not until the 15th 
century that “private confession to a priest, followed by a prayer of remission, was a 
generally accepted practice among laymen” (J.M).   
 
 That Confession, as a visible expression of repentance, became an obligation 
in Christian life originated in monasticism.   As repentance was understood to be a 
regular and on-going feature of monastic life, novices were required to confess their 



sins and sinful thoughts even daily to their spiritual father.  Experienced and wise 
spiritual fathers were asked to give guidance and from out of this came various “lists 
of questions to be asked” for confessors.  These deal with some matters of ritual but 
mostly take the form of lists of specific sins together with their corresponding 
penances.  Because the environment here was monastic and celibate, many of the 
listed sins were sexual in nature.   This was passed on to Russia and became 
accepted in parishes where the priest-confessors asking specific questions during 
Confession was common.  Diverse lists of those questions are preserved and some of 
them were quite lengthy.   The practice of confessors probing the confessants 
continued through the 19th century and it also gave rise to guidelines to the laity in 
the form of questions to be used in preparation for confession. 
 

+=+=+ 
 

What about the matter of inviolability of Confession?  We know that in the 
early Church confessions were made “publicly,” that is, within the believing 
communities.   In monastic communities Confessions were a regular part of the 
relationship between confessor-elder and novice, but it is more than possible that 
elder confessors would share experiences between themselves when discerning 
methods for spiritual growth.  Inviolability as a corresponding aspect of the 
sacrament would undoubtedly have come about as Confession became a regular 
part of the religious life of Christian laity.  It was definitively articulated in the West 
where by the 13th century.   

 
 Inviolable secrecy (except by expression permission of the 
penitent), even at the cost of life or honor, is enjoined on the priest and 
on any one, interpreter or the like, who has in any manner become 
informed of the contents of a confession (4th Council of Lateran, ch. xxi; 
Denzinger, 438).  The penalty of deposition, confinement, and 
perpetual penance is pronounced on any transgressing confessor, be 
the revelation direct or indirect, and neither the care of public safety 
nor that of securing the fulfillment of legal justice, nor any case 
whatsoever, excuses from that strict obligation.  (Encyclopedia of Religion 
and Ethics, vol. IX, NYC: 1925; p. 714) 
 

 In the Eastern tradition a more circuitous development took place.  An early 
canon that would be cited to substantiate inviolability is Canon 34 of St. Basil: 
 
 That the crime of women under penance for adultery, upon their 
 confession, or otherwise convicted, be not published, lest it occasion 
 their death; but that they remain out of communion the appointed  
 time. 
 
This canon could be interpreted as a guideline for confessors to show pastoral 
sensitivity in such cases and therefore to not make “public” a confession of a woman 
who committed adultery.  But it does not appear to actually describe the confessor’s 



responsibility in all confessions.  Whether St. Basil would have prescribed the same 
for confessed sins other than sexual is uncertain. 
 
 There are also Canons 132 and 133 of the Council of Carthage. These canons 
describe the possibility of a clergyman acknowledging that someone confessed to 
him a crime, which the wrongdoer subsequently denies.  The canon states that the 
clergyman should not be bothered by the fact that he is not believed.  The 
implication seems to be that if the clergyman wants to unmask a crime, committed 
or potential, he needs to have an additional witness besides himself.   The Serbian 
canonist Bishop Nikodim (Milash) writes that the initial purpose of these fifth 
century canons was to address a legal requirement, based on ancient tradition, that 
conviction of a crime must be confirmed by at least two independent witnesses.  
However, interpreting them in the 12th century, Balsamon cites these canons to 
describe cases where if the bishop or any confessor discloses something revealed to 
them in confidence (including in Confession) he is to be disciplined. 
  

Not in all canonical collections but included in the Pedalion among the 
“Canons of St. Nicephorus” is his Canon 27: 

 
 A Father Confessor ought to forbid divine Communion to those 
persons who confess secret sins to him, but he ought to let them enter 
the church; and he ought not to reveal their sins, but ought to advise 
them gently to remain repentant and to keep praying; and he ought 
adjust the amercements to befit each one of them according to best 
judgment. 
 
[ Note:  amercement – imposition of a discretionary penalty or fine; 
originally, one lighter than a fixed fine. (from OED).] 

 
The “secret sins” could, of course, refer to a wide variety of transgressions, not all of 
which would be sexual, although we can assume that most would be.  
 
 These canons (Basil 4, Carthage 132 & 133, and Nichephorus 27) form the 
basis of the  Orthodox pastoral practice of inviolability in Confession.  It was thus 
summarized as a pastoral regulation in the canonical collection known as the 
Nomocanon and is found in the Russian “Great Books of Needs” (Bol’shoi Trebnik), 
first published in the 17th c., as Canon 120: 
 
 If the Confessor [spiritual father] discloses something confessed 
 to him, shall be suspended for  three years, receiving Communion 
 only once a month, and must perform one hundred prostrations 
 daily; [a] civil law prescribes that one’s tongue should be cut off 
 in similar [circumstances]. 
 

Russian Orthodox clergy manuals, especially those from the 19th century and 
up to the 1917 Revolution, are consistent in setting forth the practice.  Clergy 



(bishops and priests) cannot in any way reveal what was confessed to them, even 
such violent deeds as murder.  Priests cannot speak to police about the possibility of 
crimes being carried out, they cannot inform parents of children’s insubordination, 
they cannot inform potential victims that harm may occur.   In Russian courts, the 
evidence of criminal actions based on statements from a received Confession were 
dismissed.  Depending on the individual circumstance, punishment for clergy could 
range from severe reprimand, to suspension in a monastery, to deposition.  
Guidelines for Russian clergy at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century 
attempted to cover all possible pastoral exigencies including those related to 
Confession.  If something revealed in a confession was questionable, with possible 
harmful or destructive actions taking place, priests were instructed to refer to their 
respective diocesan hierarchs for guidance.  In those cases the bishop also become 
bound to the restrictions regarding the secrecy of Confession.   
 

A real pastoral conundrum came about in the Russian Church during the 18th 
century.   As the “State Church” the Russian Church enjoyed prestige and protection 
but also suffered subservience and abuse.  In matters of governance, administration 
and implicit in pastoral practices, the Church’s principles were not only the canons 
but also Imperial decrees and pronouncements.  One such Imperial pronouncement, 
instituted by Peter the Great the early 1720’s, was that the secrecy of Confession 
does not apply to cases when confessions expressed a desire or intent to kill or do 
damage to the Czar, or to incite public unrest.   It isn’t clear if such revelations made 
in Confession would receive absolution, but the injunction on clergy to report to the 
authorities was an ecclesiastically endorsed civil directive.  It would be most 
interesting to know just how often priests went to the authorities with such 
information.  The decree remained in effect until 1917.   
 

+=+=+ 
 
 The received pastoral tradition in the Orthodox Church regarding Confession 
focuses on the role of the priest, as confessor, counselor, and spiritual healer 
(through application of penance).  The development of Confession was contingent 
on the desire, or rather necessity, of receiving the Holy Eucharist, by which a sinner 
returns to be a fully integrated member of the Body of Christ.  One did not go to 
Confession as an end in itself or only for counseling.  Confession was the act by 
which we repent of sins, obtain absolution, and thus be re-instated into the fullness 
of Church life.  Even the monastic practices, which encouraged daily confession to a 
spiritual father without the immediate participation in the Eucharist, Confession 
was a means to a end, the reintegration into the Body of Christ (understood as 
sanctification as well as reception of the Holy Eucharist). 
 
 Within this framework, it is unimaginable that anyone who came to 
Confession would not submit to any and all spiritual disciplines that the confessor 
would prescribe.  As demonstrated in the clergy manuals mentioned before, the 
main function of the priest-confessor is two-fold:  to elicit a proper and full 
“confession” and, in turn, to prescribe proper penance or correction.  From St. 



Nicephorus’ “canon” (quoted above) we see that the priest could apply momentary 
“excommunication,” but he would not in any case reveal any “secret” sins. 
 

+=+=+ 
 
In addition to the received “canonical tradition,” there is also a “legal” aspect 

regarding the inviolability of Confession, as least for us in the United States.  
Confession, and even pastoral consultations, are regarded in many states as 
“privileged communication.”  This grants protection to both the cleric and 
confessant in legal settings, exempting them from disclosing sensitive issues.  In the 
State of Ohio, clerical privilege is thus defined: 

 
A  cleric, when the cleric remains accountable to the authority of that 

cleric’s church, denomination or sect, concerning a confession made, or any 
information confidentially communicated, to the cleric for a religious 
counseling purpose in the cleric’s professional character. The cleric may 
testify by express consent of the person making the communication, except 
when the disclosure of the information is in violation of a sacred trust and 
except that, if the person voluntarily testifies or is deemed … to have waived 
any testimonial privilege …, the cleric may be compelled to testify on the same 
subject except when disclosure of the information is in violation of a sacred 
trust.  (Lawriter – ORC – 2317.02 Privileged  communications.) 

 
We can see the potential of situations becoming complex.  When a confessant 
confesses to having committed some criminal action or sexual abuse but choses not 
to have that made public and not to submit to prosecution, he or she would put the 
priest in a difficult position.  The issue would have to be resolved by corroborating 
evidence the absence of which could permit the confessant to sue the cleric for 
defamation.  Such could also happen in cases of child abuse. 
 

+=+=+  
 

 Where does this leave us in regard to the question of what should a priest-
confessor do when he hears in Confession that act of sexual misconduct on a child 
too place?  In general, it is impossible to repeal what is a well-established pastoral 
tradition, prohibiting the cleric from revealing anything disclosed to him in 
Confession.  We could extend that to revelations in pastoral counseling, although 
here the precise application of “inviolability” could be questionable.   But today we 
have both a legal and moral mandate to follow up in reporting sexual abuse done to 
minors.  If we were to consider it only in terms of whether he needs to follow the 
law and thus abrogate his canonical duty then here, as in the case of pre-
Revolutionary Russian clergy, he does face a pastoral quandary.  The question being 
whether civil law invalidates canon law.  For a priest the precedence of the latter is 
indisputable.  However, there is also the moral aspect.  And here, I believe, the 
pastor does have the duty to bring the confessant’s crime to authorities.  This 
actually would be right as it properly addresses the confessee’s ultimate goal in 



coming to Confession, that is, forgiveness and re-entry into God’s Kingdom.  Neither 
forgiveness nor the Kingdom are open for those who choose to compromise and 
bargain their spiritual life with God.  Therefore it seems unimaginable that anyone 
who would actually come and make a confession of having done something so 
egregiously wrong would not agree to submit himself (or herself) to the authorities 
where  appropriate justice would be meted out.  Great pastoral sensitivity and 
discernment would be incumbent, but it would also be the pastorally expected thing 
to do.      
 
 The more difficult pastoral challenge is what to do when a young person, 
whether an minor or an adolescent, discloses in Confession that they were sexually 
abused.  Several scenarios are possible:  it may be that they will not reveal the 
perpetrator, it may that the perpetrator is their parent who would deny anything 
and could in turn inflict serious harm to the child, it may be that the perpetrator will 
deny and simply accuse both the confessee and priest of defamation, and there may 
be other possibilities.  Every such case would be incredibly unique and particular 
based on age, family dynamics, nature of accusation, context of setting, and 
associated factors.  These would surely would be a tremendous challenge to the 
pastor’s spiritual discernment.  Reporting to the bishop and seeking guidance there 
would be unquestionable, but here too solutions may be difficult to come by.   
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Secretary's Report 
Archpriest Eric George Tosi 

Fall 2017 Metropolitan Council Meeting 

September 19 to September 22, 2017 
 

1. Overview 

 

With the guidance of the Metropolitan Council and the blessing of the Holy Synod, a 

number of projects moved forward over the past months. We have moved into some 

exciting phases on the archives project, website refurbish, and of course the 19th All-

American Council. These will be reported on throughout this report. While the timeline 

for the completion of some of these projects have been pushed back, I am still diligently 

managing the processes. In addition, we were able to complete a few projects on time and 

on budget. 

 

As always, I want to extend my deepest gratitude for the staff in the Chancery and the 

Communications Team. They work long hours, are dedicated to the Church and provide 

endless support to the operations of the Metropolitan, the Officers and the Church. Please 

remember to express your thanks to them whenever possible. 

 

2. Human Resources 

 

The Human Resource Committee of the Metropolitan Council continues its work on the 

review of the job descriptions and the organizational chart. I expect that they shall have a 

report on this from their committee and I continue to provide support when requested. 

 

I have provided them and the Metropolitan Council a copy of a proposed travel policy for 

the OCA. Section 17 of the Employee Handbook does provide some general guidance on 

the issue but both the treasurer and I felt that a more detailed policy (including credit card 

usage) was important. We utilized St. Vladimir’s Seminary’s recent policy and I ask that 

this be approved by the Metropolitan Council.  

 

There continues to be Human Resources issues on daily basis which are dealt with 

rapidly. We did have a new issue when two of our part time employees requested 

maternity leave and we have advised them on the OCA and New York State standards.  

 

The new chancery database continues to be worked on and refined. Barry is working 

closely with Ryan on the operational side in order to have a more effective report 

producing procedure in place. We do get requests for information and reports on a regular 

basis. In conjunction with this, Barry continues to spend a large amount of time going 

through the database correcting and editing the entries. This is a time consuming project 

as it seems that each new correction opens up additional corrections. In addition, Barry 

has worked closely with the dioceses correcting clergy records. He has also instituted 

some additional links making the search between parish and clergy more efficient. 

Ryan’s IT report is attached but it should be noted that his work is constrained by the 
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budget so projects do take longer than anticipated. Ryan and Melanie are very diligent in 

keeping this ongoing work on budget.  

 

The next phase is continuing to complete the main database project and have it feed into 

Raiser’s Edge and elsewhere. Barry has begun this process as records are being migrated 

to the other system. Eventually, the plan is for dioceses and parishes to be able to update 

their information and generate reports by themselves. This is still for the future.  

 

3. Operations 

 

I continue to work on Chancery operations. The normal rounds of meetings, planning 

sessions and simply doing the business of the Church can fill the schedule very quickly. 

As the Secretary of the Church, my main duties lie in planning, administration and 

management of the many areas for which I am responsible. It would difficult to recount 

the many issues that are dealt with on a daily basis but I hope they are handled quickly 

and efficiently. The 501 C 3 master list continues to be updated and submitted in a timely 

manner and I continue to work with a number of parishes on their status. 

 

We have a few insurance issues relating to legal threats over the past few months. These 

will be detailed by the General Council and the Legal Committee. I report any potential 

threats immediately and make contact with our adjusters. For now all the potential threats 

are reported and the insurance company is ready to act if the threats move from potential 

to reality. We did renew our policy with Guide One for commercial liability umbrella and 

auto, Hartford for Workers’ Compensation and we renewed out Employee Insurance 

coverage. We did have a total loss on the Mercury Mountaineer which was hit in the rear 

on the highway. It was declared a total loss and the “at fault” person’s insurance paid out 

$7,000. This is currently in reserve as we have not decided whether to purchase a 

replacement vehicle. We also had two other insurance related cases in which we are not 

at fault. One was resolved and one was not and probably will not due to the lack of 

response from the person at fault. This involved some minor property damage and it is 

not worth pursuing at this time.  

 

While I will not go into detail about legal work, as that will be reported separately, I 

would note that there continues to be strong cooperative effort with the General Counsel 

and the Legal Committee. There were a few legal issues that were worked through which 

involved areas as diverse as contracts to threats of legal action.  

 

The new system of background checks seems to be working well and I am pleased with 

the new company, Mobilize My Ministry, which gets reports back to us very quickly. 

Cindy Heise continues to refine the process and now people can register themselves 

online easily and quickly. 

 

I have been working on a project with the Military Chaplains to reintroduce the 

Chaplains’ Cross. This cross was originally designed by Walter Palchik and was given to 

Orthodox military chaplains upon their retirement or return from a combat zone. 

Unfortunately, the mold was destroyed by Mr. Palchik prior to his death and we would 
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need to recreate the cross. Fr. Theodore Boback has found a company who can make a 

new mold and we can recast the cross. I believe it is an incredibly important project to 

recognize our chaplains who serve our Orthodox service members in very difficult if not 

dangerous situations. We have been very negligent in this regard. It is estimated that the 

first run on the needed crosses run close to 30 and certainly we should cast more than 

this. Each cross will cost close to $700 so the initial outlay is quite high. I am asking for 

FOCA to try to fund this but we should also consider other sources so we can have this 

done and honor our chaplains. 

 

4. Councils and Synods 

 

The normal course of meetings continues as a primary responsibility. I would remind 

people that I do try to get request for reports out very early and ask cooperation as we try 

to get these reports out to people in a timely manner. There is often much background 

work that goes into preparing them for dissemination. There has also been much 

assistance on various projects and matters for dioceses and hierarchs ranging from 

logistics on nominations and consecration of bishops to specific requests on a host of 

issues. 

 

Planning for the 19th All American Council will be entering its final phases over the next 

few months. I will be reporting on the AAC in separate report but the most important 

aspect is to approve and finalize the agenda. We continue to hold PCC meetings and I 

have used conference calls and emails more effectively in order to lower costs. Dn. Peter 

and I have meet with the local committees in both St. Louis and hold calls with Fr. 

Timothy Sawchak and Bob Butchko on a regular basis. All the local committees are filled 

and have begun their work. The Holy Synod has approved Fr. John Zdinak as the clergy 

chair and David Zavednak as the lay chair. The first mailing for the exhibitors is 

scheduled to go out in early September. The AAC website is up and running and we are 

getting regular updates to the site. The electronic registration was again examined and we 

decided to remain with 123Signup. This will go live in early January. We have 

established two Pre-Council Committees which will be announced shortly. They are the 

Statute Committee (chaired by Bishop Daniel) and the Resolution Committee (chaired by 

Bishop Paul). They will receive and review suggested Statute changes as well as 

resolutions for consideration for the AAC. These will be published with the regular 

notices at the 60 day period. We are also working on the introductory video on Fr. 

Schmemann and “For the Life of the World” which will be shown at the AAC. 

 

5. Archives 

 

The Archives project is moving forward. We have signed a contract for the architects and 

engineers and have held a series of meetings with them. The result is that our plan is 

finally coming together. I have attached the architectural drawings. The Archives 

Advisory Committee has been fully informed during this process and offered their input. 

We are now at the phase of the review of code compliance and approval by the various 

civil authorities. The next step, after the approval, will be to search and contract a general 

contractor for the work and schedule the work to begin. This work will involve both an 
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exterior phase which involve digging a trench on the south side of the building in order to 

waterproof the walls, and an interior phase which is outlined in the drawings. These two 

phases will happen simultaneously.  

 

The archives will be moved into pods that will be in the parking lot. I will gather a team 

of volunteers who will do the work over a few days. We are delayed at this point as the 

archives are not yet in the state in which they can be moved and this is being handled. I 

am setting a goal of trying to have this done before the winter but this portion of the 

project is moving very slow despite the work that has been done over the summer. 

 

We must also thank Fr. Daniel and Matushka Tamara Skvir and Larry Skvir for their 

dedicated work with Alex in combing through the archives and deaccessioning the 

holdings. They have accomplished much over the summer. We also donated an entire van 

of liturgical items to Elijah’s Mantle so they can be donated to missions. This freed much 

space in the attic. 

 

Alex Liberovsky continues his work in the Archives in providing information and doing 

presentations on the history of the OCA. His report is attached. 

 

6. Estate Management 

 

The new roof for the center section of the building was completed and on budget. This 

has resolved some of the water leakage issues. I have asked for a proposal for placing a 

new roof on the remaining two wings which we should not delay too long in completing.  

 

The expected pool removal still has not happened due to budgetary issues. We do need to 

continue to place this at the forefront of any projects due to the liability we can 

potentially incur. We also must begin to place a high priority on the driveway which is 

crumbling faster than expected. I do not have any estimates but with the Metropolitan 

Council’s approval, I can begin to price this project.  

 

We had a number of windows break over the past few months. We were able to 

determine that many of the windows are covered by warranty (double life warranty) and 

contacted the appropriate company. They had an on-site inspection and determined that at 

least 20 windows are in need of repair. They did come in and replace a few of these 

windows and we are awaiting them to complete the project. 

 

Another potential project is the replacement of the front and chapel doors which are also 

very old, drafty and not in the best shape. Of course they are custom sized doors so the 

expense of this is not cheap. We had a few dead trees removed by either our grounds 

workers or Barry. I had hoped to power wash the building this summer but this did not 

happen and I will make plans for next summer. All fire extinguishers were inspected and 

in compliance. We have also had the various meters inspected to ensure we are efficiently 

utilizing out utilities. 
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7. Communications 

 

This portion of my job takes a considerable time, often during the weekends and off-

hours. We have a great team and even though Fr. John Matusiak has retired from parish 

ministry, he will continue as our senior editor and writer. We are in daily contact and 

often plan articles and postings well in advance. Jessica Fuhrman and Ryan Platte 

continue to provide technical support. I would remind everyone to send us articles and 

ideas so we can continue to provide the best coverage of the work of the OCA and the 

Orthodox Church. 

 

The OCA Review continues to be published. The annual Desk Calendar is also in the 

planning phase and will be sent out at the end of December. The new Metric Book was 

on schedule to be published in the fall but due to the sudden repose of PDN Gregory 

Hatrack, I will have to change the schedule. Ted Bazil has taken over the project and we 

are in communication on the matter. This is an overdue project that needs to be 

completed.  

 

The new website is in the final stages. There were a number of issues as we worked 

through the process including the question of a deliverable format. We had to go over 

budget on this matter but it is well worth the expense. Ryan will be taking over the 

project when the final product is delivered and working with the team to have it go live 

over the next months. Simple Focus was an excellent company to work with and gave us 

a very fine product over and above the contracted work.  

 

A final note is that we need to begin looking into preparing material for the upcoming 

50th anniversary of the granting of autocephaly of the OCA. This could include a re-

release of icons of American saints (of which I found some masters of the last printing) as 

well as updating and republishing the so called "Red Book" and the History of the 

Orthodox Church in America book. I have spoken with Fr. Leonid Kiskovsky on this 

project and we are beginning to make plans. In addition, SVS Press will be reissuing a 

new copy of Fr. Schmemann’s “For the Life of the World” at the All-American Council. 

 

8. Crisis Management 

 

There have been a few crisis management issues over the past months. Some necessitated 

the activation of the Team and others were handled on a more localized basis with 

members of the Legal Team and Bernie Wilson. These issues come forward at different 

times and they are dealt with in a timely manner. There is always a coordinated effort. 

Specifics can be spoken about in an executive session as they often deal with very 

sensitive issues. 

 

9. Other 

 

We held the third annual Mission School in August at the Immaculate Conception 

Seminary. It was again a great success and we had some new instructors. His Beatitude 

Metropolitan Tikhon and His Eminence Archbishop Michael both came to a session of 
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the school. We had over 22 students, close to 90 clergy and lay persons have completed 

the school over the three years, and received certificates from His Beatitude. I am very 

thankful for this school and the feedback has been excellent. We should review this 

school after the AAC and decide whether to continue this project or to move to another 

project. 

 

I will not be teaching Liturgics class this year but will continue to manage and teach the 

Mentorship program for third year students at St. Vladimir's Seminary.  

 

I also continue to work with the Eastern Orthodox Committee on Scouting and the 

Religious Relations Task Force of the Boy Scouts. I was the Assistant Chief Chaplain at 

the 2017 National Jamboree and managed 87 chaplains of various denominations. It was 

very busy but productive and an intense pastoral experience. I have been asked to be the 

chief chaplain at the next Jamboree in 2021 and also to again participate in the World 

Jamboree in 2019 which will be held in West Virginia. We have an incredible witness at 

these events where over 35,000 youth are present and our booth continues to be a popular 

site. I am thankful for the Orthodox volunteers and the ability to serve Liturgy while 

there. I have been in close contact with DESMOS, the world Orthodox Scouting 

organization and have begun to assist in coordinating activities relating to the United 

States and world Scouting. The witness we provide to such events is incredibly important 

and we need to continue this work. Funding is being slashed for such work and we need 

to continue to support this work. 

 

I do continue to accept, with His Beatitude's blessings, invitations to speak on evangelism 

and other topics.  I was present at the Lausanne Orthodox Initiative for the third time, this 

time at Cambridge University and delivered a paper on how Orthodox and Evangelicals 

can teach the Bible more effectively. I was also present with His Beatitude at the Billy 

Graham Foundation Conference on Persecution of Christians in Washington, DC.  I will 

also be presenting a series of talks at the Archdiocese of Washington Clergy Conference.  

 

I am sure I am missing other work that has been done and ask your forgiveness. 
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Mission Statement:  

 

“The purpose of the OCA Archives Advisory Committee is to assess the housing, 

preservation and access needs of the OCA Archives and to develop strategic solutions.  

The committee will also explore and develop outside sources of funding, including 

grants, for housing and other unfunded projects of the OCA Archives.  The committee 

members will advise the OCA Archivist in their respective areas of expertise.  The 

committee may include additional experts as consultants, as needed.” 

 

The establishment of a committee to study the housing needs of the OCA Archives and to develop 

solutions was mandated by decision of the Metropolitan Council at its 2013 Spring Session.  The 

OCA Archives Advisory Committee was formed soon after in fulfillment of this mandate. 

 

As announced during the spring meeting of the Metropolitan Council, Matushka Tamara Skvir 

was appointed by His Beatitude, Metropolitan Tikhon, with the concurrence of the members of 

the Archives Advisory Committee, as the new chairperson of the Committee.  She succeeds the 

late Alexis Troubetzkoy, who reposed in January.  Since her appointment, Matushka Tamara has 

been proactively engaged in her role by providing regular reports to Committee members, 

particularly on preparations for the upcoming renovation of our existing archival facility in the 

Chancery basement.  Matushka Tamara and Gregory Shesko volunteered their time to work 

tirelessly alongside the Archivist at intervals throughout the spring and summer to sort and 

organize unprocessed material and to deaccession mostly duplicate publications in preparation for 

the relocation of the contents of the OCA Archives for a few weeks while renovation work is 

completed  The summer student internships mentioned in the Committee’s last report did not 

come to fruition, so the assistance provided by Matushka Tamara Skvir and Gregory Shesko was 

especially timely.  Much gratitude is due to them for their selfless labors.   



 

 2 

Following the determination by legal counsel that the terms of the McGuire Family Charitable 

Remainder Trust allow the use of its proceeds to fund renovation of the current facilities of the 

OCA Archives in the basement of the Chancery building, the Metropolitan Council adopted a 

resolution during its last meeting to approve such funding, which then received the blessing of the 

Holy Synod.  After some complications with obtaining a death certificate, the proceeds 

(~$210,000) from the trust were received by the OCA Treasurer in May.  Contracts were then 

signed with both structural engineering (Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger) and architectural (Smiros 

& Smiros) firms to develop plans for the renovation work, which have now been completed.  

Additionally, a consultant, Gregor Trinkaus-Randall, was hired to assess the current setup of the 

OCA Archives and to advise on the packing and storage of the archive collections during 

renovation, as well as space allocation and usage in our facility after renovation.  He visited on 

June 16 to see our facility and to meet with some of the Committee members and staff and 

submitted a written report in early July.   

 

Preparation for storage of our collections during renovation is now ongoing.  Additionally, the 

Archivist traveled to Minneapolis in May and to Alaska in August to deliver presentations on 

historical topics in several locales to both church and secular audiences.  These visits, which were 

funded by the inviting hosts, also provided opportunities to publicize the OCA Archives and to 

visit a variety of archival repositories in order to become acquainted with their collections and 

preservation methods and to develop collaboration.   

 

The Committee requests the continued prayers and support of the Metropolitan Council and the 

entire Church for its ongoing efforts to preserve properly the Church’s archival treasures and 

especially for the success of the upcoming renovation of our archival facility.     

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Alexis Liberovsky 

OCA Archivist 

Secretary – Archives Advisory Committee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



September 2017 report on technology services 
Ryan Platte, Technical Manager 

I worked extensively with the design team on several facets of the upcoming website redesign. 

I delivered a customizable report of roles to the Chancery database application for use by the pension 
team and general use. I also maintained existing functions of the Chancery database. More customizable 
reports are on the way. 

The effort to upgrade our core systems continues. I have moved three auxiliary websites off of the core 
server to inexpensive independent hosting, simplifying the task of migrating the server and removing the 
attack traffic that WordPress sites draw. We are upgrading our 6-year-old website setup to a new host, 
operating system version, programming language version, database version, and content management 
software version while keeping our numerous supplemental tools working. I plan to take the first major 
phase live this fall, which we expect to ease the load on our system that too often interrupts daily work. 

This year the OCA consecrated Holy Chrism. With coordination assistance from Archdeacon Joseph 
Matusiak, Raphael Platte received footage taken by Subdeacon Roman Ostash of the process and services 
and performed color grading and editing to create two beautiful videos documenting this key event in the 
life of the Church, together viewed over 10,000 times. 

There is an exciting development in OCA liturgics thanks to technology efforts. Paul Kachur continues to 
maintain and improve his software that calculates the OCA liturgical calendar. (This software powers the 
Feasts & Saints and Scripture Readings features on the OCA website.) Recently, he and Professor Sergei 
Arhipov, the maintainer of the St. Tikhon’s calendar, have found a way to collaborate for mutual benefit. 
Paul has produced a view of his calendar’s information that contains information helpful for checking the 
liturgical calculations and made it available to Prof. Arhipov. This will save pencil-and- paper work for 
Prof. Arhipov, and in turn will allow him to spot and correct any remaining deficiencies in the software. 
Not only will the OCA website be fully in sync with the authoritative St. Tikhon’s calendar, but the 
Church’s process for arriving at those results will be fully recorded in software code for use in the future. 
In the future, I hope to apply my expertise of expressing domain logic in software to this code to allow 
future readers to understand the various calculations clearly. 

In addition to the progress on the issues above, I handled numerous needs and requests across our 
numerous technology properties, both routine and urgent. 
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SMIROS & SMIROS
ARCHITECTS

Date:

Job #:

Drawn By:

Chk By:

OWNERSHIP AND USE OF DOCUMENTS: DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS, AS INSTRUMENTS OF

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, ARE AND SHALL REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF THE ARCHITECT. THESE

DOCUMENTS ARE NOT TO BE USED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, FOR ANY OTHER PROJECTS OR PURPOSES,

OR BY ANY PARTIES OTHER THAN THOSE PROPERLY AUTHORIZED BY CONTRACT, WITHOUT THE

SPECIFIC WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF  SMIROS & SMIROS ARCHITECTS.

RENOVATION TO

Orthodox Church in America

# Description                         Date

6850 N. Hempstead Turnpike, Syosset, NY 11791

1/22/15

681

JM

REVISIONS

&SS

51 Glen Street | Glen Cove NY | 516 676-9200

3 Columbus Cir 15th Fl | New York NY | smiros.com

50 Jackson Avenue, Syosset, NY 11791

(516) 364-8700

M.E.P. ENGINEER

Bladykas Engineering, PC

EXIST. CRAWL

SPACE

PROPOSED BASEMENT PLAN
1/8" = 1'-0"

PROPOSED

Basement Plan

8/04/17

DJM/TR

SK-2

ZONING                                                                                                   A-1

6850 North Hempstead Turnpike Syosset
Section 25   Block 057   Lot 27

INC. VILLAGE of OYSTER BAY COVE

ITEM ALLOWABLE EXISTING PROPOSED

MIN. LOT AREA 2 ACRES - NO CHANGE

CONTIGUOUS BUILDING AREA
15,000 SF

- NO CHANGE

FRONT LOT LINE 200 FT - NO CHANGE

LOT DEPTH 250 FT 1,196.02 FT at WEST NO CHANGE

LOT WIDTH 200 FT 768.321 FT  at  REAR NO CHANGE

MAX. FLR. AREA (PRINCIPAL BLDG.)* 6,800 SF*
- NO CHANGE

MAX. BUILDING AREAS

6% - 1-STORY PRINCIPAL w/ <18 FT. HT.

5% - PRINCIPAL INCL. GARAGE

15% - PRINCIPAL, ALL ACCESS., DECKS,

PATIO

- NO CHANGE

FRONT YARD SETBACK *   **

75 FT. - PRINCIPAL

100 FT. - ACCESSORY DWELLING

100 FT. - ACCESSORY BUILDING

- NO CHANGE

SIDE YARD SETBACK *

40 FT. - PRINCIPAL

40 FT. - ACCESSORY DWELLING

40 FT. - ACCESSORY BUILDING

- NO CHANGE

REAR YARD SETBACK *

40 FT. - PRINCIPAL

40 FT. - ACCESSORY DWELLING

40 FT. - ACCESSORY BUILDING

- NO CHANGE

MINIMUM FLOOR AREA
2,000 SF GROSS - PRINCIPAL

- NO CHANGE

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT

35 FT. - PRINCIPAL

25 FT. - ACCESSORY DWELLING

25 FT. - ACCESSORY BUILDING

- NO CHANGE

- -

- -

- -

1)   FOR ANY PRINCIPAL BUILDING, THE FIRST 500 SQUARE FEET OF AN ATTACHED GARAGE,OR DETACHED GARAGE WITHIN 25 FEET OF THE

PRINCIPAL BUILDING, SHALL NOT BE COUNTED IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE GROSS FLOOR AREA. TO THE EXTENT A LARGER GARAGE SPACE IS

ELECTED, THE GROSS FLOOR AREA OF THE OTHER OCCUPIED SPACE IN THE PRINCIPAL BUILDING SHALL BE REDUCED BY THE SAME SQUARE

FOOTAGE AS THE GARAGE EXCEEDS 500 SQUARE FEET, BUT IN NO EVENT SHALL THE TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA EXCEED 6,800 SQUARE FEET,

EXCEPT AS PERMITTED IN SUBSECTION G(2) BELOW.

2)   TO THE EXTENT THE NET LOT AREA IS MORE OR LESS THAN THE REQUIRED TWO-ACRE AREA IN THE A-1 ZONE, THE PERMISSIBLE MAXIMUM

GROSS FLOOR AREA OF THE PRINCIPAL BUILDING SHALL BE INCREASED OR DECREASED USING THE FOLLOWING FORMULA: MAXIMUM GROSS

FLOOR AREA EQUALS LOT AREA MINUS 87,120, THE RESULT OF WHICH IS THEN MULTIPLIED BY 0.023, AND THE PRODUCT IS THEN ADDED TO OR

SUBTRACTED FROM 6,300, AS THE CASE MAY BE.

ANY BUILDING PERMIT FILED ON OR AFTER AUGUST 1, 2015, FOR CONSTRUCTION OF ANY NEW PRINCIPAL OR ACCESSORY DWELLING OR

ACCESSORY BUILDING MUST HAVE A MINIMUM FRONT YARD SETBACK OF 100 FEET. THIS PROVISION DOES NOT APPLY TO A RECONSTRUCTED

DWELLING ON AN EXISTING FOUNDATION.

*

**
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EXIST. BOILER ROOM
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BE REMOVED. NEW LEVEL FLOOR
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NEW STAIR

OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION:  OFFICE

OCCUPANCY GROUP:  B  (BUSINESS)

CONSTRUCTION TYPE:  IIIA

ALTERATION LEVELS:   1 & 2

NET FLOOR AREA:  3,154 SF

OCCUPANCY B:  100 SF/OCCUPANT

MAX. OCCUPANTS:  32

NUMBER OF EXITS:  2

TRAVEL DISTANCE:  75 FT  (EXIST.:  118 FT. TO FIRST FLOOR EXIT - IF SIDE PORCH IS NOT

ENCLOSED; 131 FT. TO SIDE ENTRY)

ACCESSIBILITY:  NOT REQUIRED DUE TO COSTS OF PROVIDING ACCESSIBLE ROUTE WOULD BE

MORE THAN 20% OF ALTERATION COST

EXIST. BUILDING OUTLINE

ABOVE

SCOPE OF WORK:

· FIRE ALARM

· FILM STORAGE - WILL REQUIRE HIGHER HUMIDITY LEVEL

· SPECIFIC TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY REQUIREMENTS

· LIGHTING LEVELS

· WATERPROOFING - FULL EXCAVATION
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CODE ISSUES:
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· EXIST. STAIR IS LESS THAN 36" WIDE FOR <50 OCCUPANTS

· WHAT IS THE ON-RECORD OCCUPANCY GROUP OF THE BUILDING?
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The Orthodox Church in America Exhibit C

Summary Operating Budget - 2018 Revised 9/20/2017

By Department 

 

Actual Final Approved Projected Final

Department 2016 Budget 2017 Variance 2017 Budget 2018 Variance

Total Operating Revenues 1,867,845$            1,769,701$           (98,144)$         1,817,402.00$      1,749,344$           (68,058)$          (1)

Expenses by Department/Office:

Administration 436,777$               445,814.20$         9,037$            445,024.48$         444,822.29$         (202)$               (6)

Executive 425,199$               437,574.81$         12,376$          428,668.39$         430,142.16$         1,474$               

Archives 101,577$               101,636.41$         59$                 102,554.56$         101,667.68$         (887)$                

External Affairs 76,220$                 65,033.36$           (11,187)$         65,493.05$           65,611.05$           118$                  

Property Maintenance 239,166$               228,136.78$         (11,029)$         214,531.37$         217,273.58$         2,742$              

TOC/Communications 83,615$                 78,380.00$           (5,235)$           78,126.00$           81,200.00$           3,074$               

Holy Synod 69,614$                 54,523.00$           (15,091)$         62,056.00$           61,280.00$           (776)$                

Metropolitan's Office 64,109$                 54,955.00$           (9,154)$           63,972.00$           67,324.00$           3,352$               

Metropolitan Council 29,901$                 21,100.00$           (8,801)$           29,002.00$           28,200.00$           (802)$               

St Catherine's Representation 45,322$                 53,376.44$           8,054$            28,100.00$           60,600.00$           32,500$            (2)

Ordination Candidate Testing 23,572$                 18,400.00$           (5,172)$           20,542.00$           20,400.00$           (142)$                

Board of Theological Education 806$                      1,200.00$             394$               1,100.00$             1,200.00$             

ORSMA 91,804$                 95,852.00$           4,048$            94,256.48$           60,930.20$           (33,326)$          (3)

Office of Continuing Education 13,750$                 7,500.00$             (6,250)$           9,000.00$             9,000.00$             -$                 

Total Expenses 1,701,432$            1,663,482.00$      (37,950)$         1,642,426.34$      1,649,650.96$      7,125$              

 

Operating Surplus/(Deficit) 166,413$               106,219.00$         (60,194)$         174,975.66$         99,693.04$           (75,183)$          

SOCA/Departmental/Appeal Revenues 73,046$                 114,000.00$         40,954$          69,822.00$           96,090.96$           26,269$            (4)

Departmental Expenses (100,355)$              (112,219.00)$        (11,864)$         (91,215.00)$          (103,434.00)$       (12,219)$          

Net SOCA/Dept Surplus/(Deficit) (27,309)$                1,781.00$             29,090$          (21,393.00)$          (7,343.04)$           14,050$            

  

Planting Grants funded from Operations (105,667)$              (101,000.00)$        4,667$            (103,930.00)$        (74,350.00)$         29,580$            (5)

Seminary/Monastery Grants funded from Operations (12,000)$                (7,000.00)$            5,000$            (7,000.00)$            (18,000.00)$          

PCC/ACC Expenses funded from Operations (227)$                     -$                      227$               -$                      -$                     -$                  

Total Operating Surplus/(Deficit) 21,210$                 -$                      (21,210)$         42,652.66$           0.00$                    (42,653)$           

Total Operating Revenues 1,845,434.96$      

Total Operating Expenses 1,845,434.96$      

(1) Diocesan Support based on new formula; with Dioceses at 48% in 2017 moving down to 46%.

Diocesan Support = $1,706,644 1,706,644.00$       This is down $45K from 2017

Continuing Ed Revenues = $7,500 7,500.00$              

ORSMA Investigation billback = $6,000 6,000.00$              

Other Contributions/OCPC Rev = 29,200.00$            This is down $22K from 2017

1,749,344.00$       

(2) Increase is for full time Dean for St Catherine's 45,600.00$            

Additional increase for Travel 15,000.00$            

(3) Decrease is lower medical insurance for Coordinator (9,927.00)$             

and proposed decrease in investigative expenses (24,000.00)$           

(4) SOCA was low in 2017; modest increase in 2018 96,000.00$            

(5) This does not represent a reduction in Planting Grant;

it includes funding one annual planting grant ($25K)

from the Missions Endowment in lieu of the annual

Mission School, which was only approved for 3 years and

2017 concluded this project.

(6)  Increase of $8650 for Consultant to Metropolitan

for office evaluation and reorganization in Q4 2017 8,650.00$              

and Q1-2018.
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